Script Language Software Module for HiRES Advanced, Type HiRES Advanced CustomEdit

Application

The software package HiRES Advanced CustomEdit is an extension module for the HiRES Advanced main software module. It allows programming complex test routines with automated adjustment of test systems and control of test objects. Sequences of different tests can be programmed.

Main features

- Object Pascal (Delphi) like syntax
- Enables complex automated testing and measuring including automated test documentation
- With HiRES Data I/O module the HiRES can be used to control test objects and test equipment
- Alteration of test procedures depending on test results (e.g. repetition of tests in case of failure, adjustment of test systems, etc.)
- Amendment of user interface by new functions

Figure 1: Function example of HiRES Advanced CustomEdit software module

1) The prior version of the Data Sheet was 5.52-4/2.